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 VACUETTE® Super-T Disposable Tourniquet
The new tourniquet is SUPER CONVENIENT and SUPER SIMPLE to use!

 g Single-Use

 g Easy application and quick release

 g Protects from cross-contamination 

 g Latex-free and non-DEHP 

 g Practical reclosable box
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Super simple. 
Innovative products are often defined by their ease of use and this certainly applies to the VACUETTE® Super-T, the 
new tourniquet from Greiner Bio-One. The product is made of virtually untearable silicone. Easy to apply and just as 
easy to release by simply pulling with one hand. 

Super hygienic. 
With the safe and hygienic single-use VACUETTE® Super-T, patients are protected from potential cross-contamination. 
The use of single-use tourniquets has been proven to help reduce nosocomial infections, for example MRSA.

Super comfortable. 
The soft elastic silicone material of the VACUETTE® Super-T makes it comfortable for patients and the materials used 
prevent skin irritations. The tourniquet does not contain any components of the softener DEHP or dry natural rubber, 
making it suitable for those sensitive to latex allergies. 

Super convenient.
VACUETTE® Super-T tourniquets are packed in a practical dispenser box. The individual tourniquets are lightly 
powdered, making them easy to remove from the box.

 g Easy to use 

 g Virtually untearable 

 g Single-use 

 g Protects from cross-contamination 

 g Helps to reduce nosocomial infections,  
e.g. MRSA 

Please observe the following instructions for use.

Place Tourniquet  
in position. 

Pull opposite end 
through the slit.

Continue pulling until 
desired tension is  
reached.

The Tourniquet will 
then lock in position.

Item N° Description Packaging
Inner Outer

840056 VACUETTE® Super-T Disposable Tourniquet 80 pcs. 160 pcs.

Release Tourniquet by 
pulling end with slit.

VACUETTE® Super-T boasts the following product features:

 g Soft silicone material 

 g Gentle to use on patients 

 g Latex-free and non-DEHP 

 g Practical packaging 

 g Easy to remove from the box 

 g Lightly powdered 

For the complete handling recommendations please refer to the Instructions for Use at www.gbo.com.

The VACUETTE® Super-T, the new tourniquet from Greiner Bio-One, 
is SUPER CONVENIENT and SUPER SIMPLE to use!


